T HE Q -DISC 5.0
Ultra-Thin, Bioenergetic Disc

The Ultimate in Bioenergetic Harmonization

THE Q-DISC 5.0
A breakthrough technology that has been developed to
support the quantum coherence of the body’s bioenergetic
biofield. The Q-Disc’s proprietary technology is based on
a layering of specifically designed metallic gels captured
on a disc that act as a kind of step-down transformer to
deliver beneficial effects on the bioenergetic level.
The Q-Disc 5.0 also features the eye-catching “Power
Catcher” design on its facing. This geometrically balanced design is a reconstructed Flower of Life design
based on genuine bioenergetic geometry. The design is
included on the Q-Disc to enhance its bioenergetic action.
You may affix the Q-Disc to your cell phone (or other battery-operated devices) to receive its potent benefits.
After a Q-Disc is affixed to your phone and you wish to
change to a new cell phone, you may remove the Q-Disc
from the original phone and add it to your new one.
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Commitment to Excellence:
Each PRL Formula Meets or
Exceeds FDA/cGMP Standards

Directions: Simply peel off the blue backing strip and press the
Q-Disc 5.0 firmly to the back (center) of the selected device.
Please wipe the surface first so it is clean before affixing the
Q-Disc.
The Q-Disc may be affixed to a cell
phone or any device with a battery.
Once affixed, it may be removed only
by scraping off the sticky adhesive so
that you can place it on another device (if desired). However, you will
need to replace the adhesive.
If you have a plastic case on your cell
phone, you must still place the Q-Disc
on the cell phone itself, not on the
outer case. Because the Q-Disc is ultra-thin, your cell phone with the Disc
will typically fit easily within the case.
Note: The Q-Disc 5.0 is designed for
bioenergetic harmonization and is not
intended to protect against electromagnetic fields or other fields emitted
from battery-operated devices.
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WHAT IS THE BIOENERGETIC DOMAIN?
The National Center for Complementary and Alternative Medicine (NCCAM), an agency of the National Institutes of Health
and the U.S. Department of Health & Human Services, now recognizes the domain of energy medicine and the concept that
“human beings are infused with a subtle form of energy.”
According to NCCAM, many Complementary Alternative Medicine (CAM) practitioners claim that “they work with this subtle
energy, see it with their own eyes, and use it to affect changes in the physical body. CAM Practitioners suggest this plasma
energy field is the ultimate controlling energy force of life,
possibly exercising pre-eminent control over all molecular biochemistry.
Mainstream quantum physicists, such as Roger Penrose, report
that quantum coherence of the body accounts for how phase-coordinated electrical activities can occur in widely separated
parts of the brain. Keep in mind, the quantum coherence of
the body is not defined as the actual electrical activities themselves, but as the guiding, organizing and coordinating domain
behind the working of the electrical activities.

Once again, quantum coherence is not defined as the actual
rhythms of the body but as the organizer and coordinator that
orchestrates these life rhythms.
The dynamic liquid crystal continuum of the body’s plasma energy field allows it to respond with exquisite flexibility, sensitivity and capability to function as a coherent, coordinated
whole. In this model, coherent energy exchanges in the body
are ultra-sensitive to very weak and high frequency signals.
With weak or fragmented coherence, the energetic signals
flounder and the encoded information can become jumbled before reaching its target.
You have probably heard of the negative effects of the new 5G
technology. However, in order to best support the liquid crystal
continuum of the body’s biofield, we believe that it is essential
to address the reigning hierarchy of the bioenergetic domain,
rather than the electromagnetic fields. We believe that the
Q-Disc acts to support the elegant bioenergetic harmonization
of the body.

Supercharge your body with the premier
quality effect and experience . . .

QUANTUM COHERENCE OF THE
BODY’S BIOFIELD
Quantum coherence of the plasma energy field of the body is
the master organizer of the bioenergetic rhythms of the body.
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